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Catwoman Annual (1994-1997) #1
The smart city overhaul of BlŸdhaven was just the beginning-a single battle in a larger cyberwar that Nightwing is only
starting to understand. But now the story of the Dark Web organization begins to expand as Grayson travels to Gotham City
and partners up with Vicki Vale. We live in an era of fake news, alternative facts, disinformation. The gatekeepers of truth
canÕt be trusted anymore, and sometimes elections, businesses and even lives are at stake. Nightwing faces off against
the first of three lieutenants in the army of the Dark Web: Vire, the psychic embodiment of malware who can unearth your
darkest secrets.

Disney Princess Annual 2019
The must-have gift for Doctor Who fans of all ages! Join the Doctor for a brand new adventure in the TARDIS! Jam packed
with activities, puzzles, stories and so much more, this beautifully illustrated annual will entertain fans for hours.

Marvel Avengers
In the unassuming town of Timely, Wisconsin, the Vision has disappeared, and it's up to the Fantastic Four and the
Avengers to save him! But Timely is connected to Kang's city of Chronopolis, which spans the entire history of the Earth and
is guarded by the deadliest warrior's of every age, the Anachronauts! Can the Avengers and the Fantastic Four stop battling
each other long enough to defeat Kang and the conniving Terminatrix? Guest-starring Gilgamesh and Dr. Druid! Collecting:
Captain America Annual #11, Thor Annual #17, Fantastic Four Annual #25, Avengers Annual #2
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Alter Ego #162
Evil undersea monarchs Ghaur and Llyra are determined to bring the elder god Set to Earth, and no one on the surface
world will stop them! Seven mortal women-including the Invisible Women, She-Hulk and Marvel Girl-have been selected to
act as the brides of Set's snake heads, and the ensuing conflict will spread to nearly every hero on Earth, from the Avengers
to Quasar to the Punisher to the X-Men to the Fantastic Four! Can the heroes stop this terrible plot in time? Plus: the
complex history of the Serpent Crown, recounted in full! Collecting: Silver Surfer Annual #2, Iron Man Annual #10, Marvel
Comics Presents #26, Uncanny X-Men Annual #13, Amazing Spider-Man Annual #23, Punisher Annual #2, Spectacular
Spider-Man Annual #9, Daredevil Annual #4, Avengers Annual #18, New Mutants #76, Annual #5, X-Factor Annual #4,
Web of Spider-Man Annual #5, Avengers West Coast #56, Annual #4, Thor Annual #14, Fantastic Four Annual #22

Rupert Annual 2020
They Could Be Heroes Rise of the Superheroes--Greatest Silver Age Comic Books and Characters is a visual and entertaining
adventure exploring one of the most popular and significant eras of comic book history. From 1956 to 1970, the era gave us
Spider-Man, The Avengers, X-Men, The Incredible Hulk, Iron Man and a flurry of other unforgettable and formidable
characters. The Silver Age redefined and immortalized superheroes as the massive pop culture titans they are today.
Lavishly illustrated with comic book covers and original art, the book chronicles: • The new frontier of DC Comics, with a
revamped Batman, Superman and Wonder Woman, and new characters including Hawkman • Marvel's new comics
featuring Thor and The Fantastic Four • The pop art years that saw Batman's "new look" and the TV series • Independent
characters, including Fat Fury and T.H.U.N.D.E.R. Agents • Spotlights new and re-imagined superheroes, like Wonder
Woman, who have become central to modern pop culture • Includes values of these comics, which are popular with
collectors Thanks to the Silver Age, superheroes are bigger and badder than ever.

Atlantis Attacks Omnibus
Collects Civil War II: Choosing Sides #1-6. If you knew something bad was about to happen, how far would you go to stop it?
The line is drawn as that question divides the Marvel Universe. And when a major loss sends shockwaves through the superhero community, everyone will be forced to reconsider whether they chose the right side! Face these fateful decisions
alongside Nick Fury, Night Thrasher, War Machine, Punisher, Kate Bishop, Jessica Jones, Colleen Wing and Tom Foster, a.k.a.
Goliath! Friendships are shattered among the Avengers! Alpha Flight and the White Fox join the fray as the conflict goes
global! And as the collateral damage mounts, somebody call Damage Control!
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Secret Warps
Meet the Avengers, Earth's the world's mightiest Super Hero team! From the Hulk and Iron Man to Captain America and
Thor, over 220 Avengers characters are included in this ultimate character guide. This revised edition features updated
images and text for many exciting characters, as well as a further 60 new heroes and villains. Find out about each
character, with detailed facts, stats, powers, allies and foes. Created in full collaboration with Marvel Comics and packed full
of original comic book art, this character guide is a must buy for all Super Hero fans! © 2014 MARVEL

Star Wars: Target Vader
- Marvel returns to its tradition of satire, poking fun at AOL, DC Comics, politics -- and even the creation of the universe.

Spider-Man
In this year's annual, Rupert has many more adventures with a Skylark, a runaway kite and a windmill! Enjoy a brand-new
story 'Rupert and the Bearcycle' originated and illustrated by Stuart Trotter plus much-loved favourite tales illustrated by
John Harrold and Alfred Bestall.

Star Wars Annual 2018
THUNDERCRACKER IN: STARSCREAM: THE MOVIE! The good news: somebody finally gave Thundercracker money to make a
film. The bad news: it's Starscream, and he wants a biographical picture to win over the people of Earth. Will
Thundercracker stand by his principles or well, no, he makes the movie.

Star Wars Annual 2005
Rise of the Superheroes
The Source Wall has degraded too much, and the League must patch the hole right now or the whole Multiverse will
collapse! Our heroes scramble for a solution and turn to the only thing that might work: the Omega Titans! The only
problem? They killed the Entropy Titan back in JUSTICE LEAGUE: NO JUSTICE. WhoopsÉbut never fear! Kyle Rayner, Miss
Martian and SteelÑfrom the non-planet-eating Titans teamÑguest-star with a plan to create a new Entropy TitanÉone thatÕs
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so crazy it just might work.

Optimus Prime Annual 2018
The perfect Christmas stocking stuffer, the Disney Princess Annual 2019 is packed full of content that all real-life princesses
will enjoy. Features nine favourite Disney princesses: Cinderella, Tiana, Belle, Aurora, Jasmine, Snow White, Ariel, Rapunzel,
and Mulan, it includes inspiring stories, entertaining activities, beautiful colouring pages, fact-filled princess profiles,
magical mazes, gorgeous princess posters, and cool things to make!

Doctor Who Annual 2021
In the 14th century, the monarch RaÕs al Ghul sends his sonÑa dark knight of the Order of the BatÑon a genocidal mission
to wipe out a roving band of peasants known as the Selenes. But the nomads are protected by a shape-shifter: a halfwoman, half-feline whose attempts to thwart RaÕs al GhulÕs evil plan may be utterly undone by her feelings for the knight.

Star Wars Annual 2019
Collects Secret Warps Solider Supreme Annual #1, Secret Warps: Weapon Hex Annual #1, Secret Warps: Ghost Panther
Annual #1, Secret Warps: Arachknight Annual #1, Secret Warps: Iron Hammer Annual #1. The mashed-up heroes of
INFINITY WARPS return! When villains Madame Hel, Red Dormammu and Stane Odinson work together to cause a rift
between Iron Hammer and Soldier Supreme, it leads to a crisis across space-time that brings together Weapon Hex, Ghost
Panther, Arachknight and more to save their reality from cosmic calamity! The forces of Hell invade the streets of New York
City! The cursed, stunt-riding king of Wakanda fights Martians in the year 2099! Arachknight’s world collides with the New
Supreme Universe, home of the Supreme Seven! And as strange new amalgamations take shape, can even Ghost Hammer
change things back to normal? Plus: More mighty, uncanny tales of the warped warriors!

Disney Frozen Annual 2020
Beanotown is the place to go for mischief and mayhem because it's the place where kids rule! The parents and the teachers
of Bash Street School might think differently, but the kids from the longest-running weekly comic in the world know the
truth as they'll prove in 112 pages of brand new, awesomely funny stories! Whether it's going on the run with an elephant
in Dennis & Gnasher, or leaping through dimensions in Rubi's Screwtop Science, they'll prove there's no such thing as a
normal day in Beanotown!
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X-Men
Marvel Tales by Alan Davis
Collecting Infinity Countdown Prime, Infinity Countdown #1-5, Infinity Countdown: Adam Warlock And Material From Free
Comic Book Day 2018 (Amazing Spider-Man). The Infinity Stones. Individually, they grant their wielders great power.
Together, they grant the power of a god. Once thought lost, the Infinity Stones have re-formed and are scattered
throughout the universe. As their locations are discovered, forces converge for a battle that will send the universe down a
dark path to the end! The ultimate race for power begins with the universes greatest heroes and villains vying for
possession of the gigantic Power Stone! The Chitauri are in on the action, as are the Raptors, Novas and the Guardians of
the Galaxy! But who holds the other Stones? And when Adam Warlock, former wielder of the Soul Stone, enters the fray, the
stage is set for the Infinity Wars!

Marvel Avengers: The Greatest Heroes
Marvel Heroes Annual 2007
My very first annual which covers the entire Bon Comics universe. Unlike annuals put out by Marvel or DC, which were for
each individual comic book title, this annual w be comprehensive for my superheroes and locations updated from May 2017
to May 2018.

Jacqueline Wilson Annual 2021
Marville
Contains exclusive interviews and tips from inspirational heroes - writer Jacqueline Wilson and artist Nick Sharrattwho are
both instantly recognisable and have high parental and educator approval. Annual content is designed to stimulate
imaginations and encourage learning through fun - creating stories, developing characters and trying design challenges. A
book to be used over and over again! Also includes puzzles, flowcharts and quizzes to keep them busy. Ideal for children
aged 7-12 who love reading, writing, craft or art and anyone who likes Jacqueline Wilson.
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Nightwing Annual (2018-) #1
Darth Vader is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal syndicate operating outside of the Empire's rule. But little does he
know that he too is being targeted - by a group of the galaxy's deadliest bounty hunters, hired by the syndicate to take out
Vader once and for all! Led by fallen Imperial Offi cer Beilert Valance, this ragtag group of assassins will stop at nothing to
score the biggest bounty of their lives. Valance and Dengar seek out the perfect weapon to kill the Sith Lordwhich they'll
need when Vader turns the tables and corners them! And both the hunters and the hunted will uncover dark secrets behind
the criminal syndicate known only as the Hidden Hand! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: TARGET VADER 1-6

Infinity Countdown
The Avengers
The Disney Frozen Annual 2020 is filled with stories and exciting activities featuring all your favourite characters including
Elsa, Anna, Kristoff, Olaf and Sven. The annual includes story content from the brand new movie, Frozen 2! As well as
colouring, character profiles, and mazes! It's the perfect Christmas stocking filler!

Venom by Donny Cates Vol. 4
Spider-Man becomes unraveled when his life is darkened by his shape-changing costume as well as his fashion sense.

The Ashtádhyáyí of Pánini
In these classic stories, some reprinted for the first time, the New Mutants take on Mojo and Spiral, then must contend with
the alien antics of the Impossible Man. Wolverine battles Sabretooth amid the infamous 'Mutant Massacre'! Ages 13+.

Civil War II
Relive the eight timeless adventures of the Star Wars movies as you read about your favourite characters, places and
vehicles and complete the epic activities. Packed full of movie trivia, fun facts from the expanded universe and
unforgettable images, this is the perfect book for Star Wars fans of all ages - old and new!
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Thanos
Full of fascinating facts about everyone's favorite team of Super Heroes - Marvel's Avengers. From amazing heroes to
dastardly villains, Marvel Avengers: The Greatest Heroes explores children's favorite Marvel Comics characters including
Black Panther, Captain America, Black Widow, Ant-Man, Scarlet Witch, and many more. What makes the Hulk angry? How
does the Wasp shrink to a tiny size? Discover the Avengers' astonishing super powers and awesome costumes. Learn all
about the Super Heroes' origins and their important roles on the team. Meet loyal allies, from Spider-Man to the Guardians
of the Galaxy, and find out about clashes with fierce Super Villain foes, including Loki and Thanos. Read about the Avengers'
world with lively reference text, stunning full-color images and fun genre spreads. This book is the ideal who's who guide to
Marvel Comics' Avengers - just when it's the perfect time to make reading your super power! © 2018 MARVEL

Acts of Evil
Spider-Man and the new Warriors delve into the mystery surrounding the disappearances of several super heroes- but their
investigating leads them to more than they can handle when they witness the resurrection of the supremely powerful
Sphinx! Also included in this wondrous web-filled volume are tales of the Black Cat, Cloak & Dagger and Venom!
COLLECTING: AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL 26; PETER PARKER, THE SPECTACULAR SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL 12; WEB OF
SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL; NEW WARRIORS ANNUAL 2

Invincible Iron Man Masterworks Vol. 11
Collecting Iron Man (1968) #82-94 and Annual #3-4. Tony Stark is one of the Marvel Universes most advanced minds and
experienced inventors  but those talents are about to be turned against him, shaking him to his core! Looking to exploit
Stark Industries tech, the Red Ghost kidnaps Tony. In the melee, Happy Hogan dons the Iron Man armor, but suffers severe
injuries  leading to a dangerous procedure that will once again turn him into the monstrous Freak! Meanwhile, NYPD
Detective Michael OBrien begins an investigation aiming to nail Tony for the death of OBriens brother, the Guardsman.
Add to that the Blood Brothers, the Controller, the Melter, M.O.D.O.K. and a new incarnation of the Molecule Man  Iron Man
must defend himself from threats from all corners before he loses everything!

Marvel Studios Character Encyclopedia
Spider-Man
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Donny Cates' VENOM epic continues in grand fashion after ABSOLUTE CARNAGE, joined by industry legend and celebrated
VENOM artist Mark Bagley. That's all you're getting out of us for this one, True Believers! After all, ABSOLUTE CARNAGE isn't
quite over yet COLLECTING: VENOM (2018) 21-25

Bon Comics Annual 2017 - 18
Avengers assemble! Destiny arrives in this children's character encyclopedia that tells you all about your favorite marvel
superheroes from the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Whatever it is that you want to know, Marvel Studios: Character
Encyclopedia will make you an instant Marvel Studios expert. Wondering what Thor's hammer is called, how Iron Man builds
his suits, or who Thanos is? Let's find out! From the original Iron Man film to Captain America: Civil War, and all culminating
in the epic Avengers: Endgame, there's 10 years of film history jampacked into this one book. Explore the history of the
Marvel Cinematic Universe in incredible detail and learn things you never thought you would. Meet The Heroes And Villains
Of The Marvel Cinematic Universe These 208-scintillating full-color pages are filled with character portraits and tidbits are a
marvel to behold! Discover the most fascinating facts about your favorite characters from the amazing Marvel Studios
movies. From the mighty Avengers to their biggest villain, the infamous and terrifying Mad Titan, Thanos! Inside you'll find
information on all the Avengers, their greatest adversaries, and more characters from across the entire Marvel Cinematic
Universe. Learn the facts, figures, super-powers and origins of your favorite characters. From Ant-Man and the Wasp to
Black Panther and Doctor Strange, this book spans over a decade of action-packed Marvel Studios movie releases. Filled
with interesting facts and key information, whether your favorite marvel character is Captain America, Hulk, Thor, Iron Man,
Captain Marvel or Scarlet Witch, you'll be able to find out all about their story, super-powers, weapons, and much more. It
isn't only Earth's Mightiest Heroes you'll find in this book; this book includes powerful villains and their followers, sinister
spies, brave soldiers, and even ordinary people who find themselves caught up in epic battles! This educational book takes
you on a journey through: - The First Avenger, Captain America - The Avengers biggest villains: Loki, Ultron and Thanos Thor and his hammer, Mjolnir - The Guardians of the Galaxy - And more of Earth's Mightiest Heroes Explore the wonderful
world of Marvel at DK with best-selling comics featuring characters like Black Panther, Spider-Man, Captain America,
Hawkeye, Star-Lord, Groot, Hulk, Dr. Strange, Captain Marvel, the Fantastic Four and more. Take them on an unforgettable
adventure to the Marvel Universe with sticker books, character encyclopedias and movie guides. © 2018 MARVEL

Justice League Annual (2019-) #1
Explore a galaxy far, far away in the thrilling Star Wars Annual 2018! Visit strange worlds, discover alien creatures, and
meet new heroes and villains along the way. Join Jyn Erso and her Rogue One team on a quest to steal the Death Star plans,
and celebrate the 40th Anniversary of A New Hope with a special section. Packed with all-new activities, posters, quizzes
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and trivia from the Star Wars universe, the Star Wars Annual is the perfect gift for fans of all ages.

The Beano Annual 2020
Marvel's super heroes face unspeakable acts of evil - from vile villains they've never fought before! The Punisher takes on
an alien Brood Queen! Eddie Brock and Venom are targeted by monster hunter Lady Hellbender! Ms. Marvel battles the
Super-Skrull, who has all the Fantastic Four's powers on his side! No job is too small for Deadpool, but fixing one boy's bad
dreams will become a Nightmare! The lethal assassin Bullseye plots the ultimate case of character defamation for She-Hulk!
Plus Ghost Spider vs. the murderous Arcade! Moon Knight vs. Kang the Conqueror! And Wolverine vs. the sorceress Morgan
Le Fay! COLLECTING: PUNISHER ANNUAL (2019) 1, VENOM ANNUAL (2019) 1, MS. MARVEL ANNUAL (2019) 1, DEADPOOL
ANNUAL (2019) 1, SHE-HULK ANNUAL (2019) 1, GHOST SPIDER ANNUAL (2019) 1, MOON KNIGHT ANNUAL (2019) 1,
WOLVERINE ANNUAL (2019) 1

Star Wars Annual 2012
Beyblade Annual 2012
Has ALTER EGO #162 (100 pages) uncovered “A Prophecy in Four Colors?” Will Murray presents an amazing array of
possible prototypes of Batman (by artist Frank Foster—in 1932!)—Wonder Woman (by Star-Spangled Kid artist Hal
Sherman)—Tarantula (by Air Wave artist Lee Harris)—and others! Plus a rare interview with Hal Sherman! Extra: Michael T.
Gilbert with still more on artist Pete Morisi—FCA—Bill Schelly—John Broome—and more! Cover by Shane Foley—an all-star
homage to Bob Kane, H.G. Peter, and Arthur Peddy! Edited by ROY THOMAS.

Spider-Man & the New Warriors
Use the five markers included in this kit to brighten up your new colouring pad! With easy, tear-out pages that allow you to
put your colouring on display.

Avengers
New ClanDestine adventures from legendary comics creator Alan Davis! What dark secrets haunt Marvel's most secretive
family? As the Thing and the Human Torch investigate a mysterious magical space-time paradox with Dr. Strange, the
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return of a menace from the past sets Daredevil and the ClanDestine on a collision course! And a debt owed to a dead man
causes Wolverine to seek the truth behind the mystery of the rogue member of the ClanDestine family calledVincent! Plus:
Thor embarks on one of his most epic adventures ever when the God of Thunder and his fellow Asgardians visit Midgard's
ancient Egypt - and leave behind a startling legacy that will change our world forever! Collecting FANTASTIC FOUR ANNUAL
#33, DAREDEVIL ANNUAL (2012) #1, WOLVERINE ANNUAL (2012) #1 and THOR: TRUTH OF HISTORY.
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